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Power & Light



� Glare-free 360° illumination

� Reduced and diffused shadows

� Steerable heavy-duty cart with 18-foot tower

� Telescoping tripod stand rises to 12 feet

� Protective cover integrated with balloon

Wanco® LED Balloon Lights are a compact solution for your work area lighting. 
Their small size and ease of use translate to portability and quick deployment.

The Balloon Light Cart features a built-in handle, steerable wheels, flat-free all terrain tires 
and foot-operated parking brake. With outriggers deployed, the heavy-duty steel base and 
low center of gravity keep the light stable. The Balloon Light Tripod Stand is easy to carry 
and deploys in seconds. Both options meet DOT specifications for diffused lighting. Dual 
balloon fixtures are also available on Wanco diesel light towers.

The durable LED balloon light provides balanced glare-free lighting. The light goes on and 
the balloon inflates with a single switch. The light uses commercial power indoors or out, 
or a portable generator when used outdoors. A built-in cover protects the balloon during 
transport and stows in its own pouch attached to the top of the balloon.

To see or order the Wanco Balloon Light, call 800.972.0755 or visit wanco.com.

Compact LED balloon lights for bright, 
diffused area lighting

Brief specifications

Balloon light
Light type LED
Color temperature 5000K
Luminous flux 65,000 lm, 360° beam angle
Power draw 650 watts
Power supply Commercial AC power or portable generator, 120 Vac
Operating current 5.5 A
Balloon size, W × H 40 × 29 in (100 × 73 cm) inflated
Light fixture weight, approx. 22 lb (10 kg)

Balloon Light Cart Balloon Light Tripod Dual-Balloon Diesel Light Tower
Deployed footprint, L × W 60 × 72 in (152 × 183 cm) up to 50 × 59 in (127 × 150 cm) 127 × 112 in (321 × 285 cm)
Deployed height, max. 18 ft 5 in (5.61 m) 13 ft 10 in (4.17 m) 30 ft 9 in (9.37 m)
Travel size, L × W × H 48 × 32 × 96 in (122 × 81 × 244 cm) 112 × 12 × 12 in (285 × 31 × 31 cm) 176 × 47 × 66 in (448 × 119 × 168 cm)
Weight, approx. 300 lb (136 kg) 27 lb (12 kg) 1570 lb (712 kg)

Common applications
 � Road construction

 � Police checkpoints

 � Emergency repairs

 � Disaster response

 � Search and rescue

 � Special events
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